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THE TRAGEDIE OF
Othello, the Moore of Venice.
ORNATVS
MULIEBRIS
Anglicanus

or

THE SEVERAL
Habits of English
Women, from the Nobilita
to the Country Woman, as
they are in these times, 1640

Advertisement.
A Set of the Dresses & Habits of Foreign
Ladies & Women done by the same Hand &
about the same Time, but smaller, consisting
of 48 Prints, very neat. Price 4s.

THE ANATOMY OF MELANCHOLY.

WHAT IT IS.

WITH ALL THE KINDES,

VNES, SYMPTOMES, PROG.

OSTICKES, AND SEUZ.

ALL CURSES OF IT,

IN THREE MAINE PARTITIONS,

WITH THEIR SEVERAL SECTIONS, MEMB.

ERS, AND SUBSECC.

TIONS.

PHILOSOPHICALLY, MEDIC.

ALLY, HISTORICALLY, OP.

ERED AND CVT VP.

BY

DEMOCRITUS JUNIOR.

WITH A SATYRICAL PREFACE, CONCERNING THE FOLLOWING DISCOURSE.

MACAO.

OMNE MEUM, NIL MEUM.
HIS MAJESTIES Declaration:

TO ALL HIS LOVING SUBJECTS.

Of the causes which moved him to dissolve the last Parliament.

Published by His Majesties speciall command.

LONDON:

Printed by ROBERT BARKER, Printer to the Kings most Excellent Majestie: And by the Assignes of JOHN BILL.

MDCXL.
It is not unknown to most of his Majesty's loving Subjects, what discouragements he hath formerly had by the undutiful and seditious carriage of divers of the lower house in preceding Assemblies of Parliament, enough to have made him averse to those ancient and accustomed ways of calling his people together, when instead of dutiful expressions towards his Person and Government, they vented their own malice and disaffections to the State, and by their subtile and malignant counsels, endeavoured nothing more then to bring into contempt and disorder all Government and Magistracy.

Yet his Majesty well considering...
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